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Strengthening Privacy
Protection with the
European General Data
Protection Regulation
Abstract
The exponential growth of digital data has led to
a substantial increase in data breaches. To meet
the privacy concerns of the digital world and
place safeguards around personal data, the EU
Parliament adopted the General Data Protection
Regulation (GDPR) in April 2016. Enterprises can
win customer trust if they comply with the
practical measures listed in the GDPR.
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Introduction
The European Union (EU) parliament adopted the General Data
Protection Regulation (GDPR) to address evolving digital
privacy challenges, and ensure that organizations collect,
process, transfer, store, and dispose of the personal data of EU
citizens without infringing upon their individual rights.
The ambit of this regulation includes:
n

All EU organizations that process the personal data of EU
citizens

n

Organizations outside the EU that offer goods and services to
EU citizens

n

Businesses that process personal data by monitoring the
behavior of EU citizens

GDPR Timeline
88% of consumers
feel that when
choosing a company,
safeguarding their
personal data is more
important than
product quality (86%)
or customer service
(82%).2

Creation of data protection
directive 96/46/EC

August
1995

Approval of draft by
European parliament

January
2012

Initial proposal to data
protection regulation

March
2014

Adoption by council of
EU and EU parliament

June
2015

May
2016

April
2016

Shaping of final stage
of regulation

Enforcement of GDPR

May
2018

Publication of the
official journal

The GDPR timeline

The Path to Compliance
The GDPR has eight key features with which organizations need
to comply.
1. Obtain the consent of data subjects
EU GDPR mandates consent for lawful processing of personal
data. Data subjects should give consent freely, either through a
statement or a clear afﬁrmative action, and are free to
withdraw the same at any time.
GDPR prohibits the processing of 'sensitive' personal data,
barring a few exceptions. One of the important exceptions is
that of 'explicit consent' provided by data subjects. However,
the difference between consent and explicit consent has not
been clearly articulated in the legal text. In the case of
children, consent can only be given by the person holding
parental responsibility for the child.
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Organizations should:
n

Revisit privacy notices to ensure that they are transparent
and provide extensive information on processing personal
data.

n

Review the grounds for processing sensitive personal data
and validate whether explicit consent has been obtained for
processing sensitive data through clear, unambiguous, and
transparent notices.

n

Review existing personal data consent mechanisms for
children, and implement appropriate technologies or
processes.

n

Validate whether legitimacy of processing is in line with
GDPR requirements if processing of personal data is not
based on consent.

2. Ensure the rights of individuals
The GDPR empowers data subjects by introducing new rights to
existing data protection directives, such as:
n

Right to be informed

n

Right of access

n

Right to rectiﬁcation

n

Right to erasure

n

Right to restrict processing

n

Right to data portability

n

Right to object

n

Rights in relation to automated decision making and proﬁling

Organizations should:
n

Comply with each right and respond to a customer's request
within a month, failing which they will be liable for ﬁnes.

n

Review current proﬁling activities to ensure compliance with
regulatory requirements.

n

Analyze existing request handling mechanisms, and create
processes to deal with requests from data subjects.

n

Maintain an inventory of personal data ﬂows to deal with
new rights related to erasure and data portability.

n

Deﬁne and implement retention rules for various
data categories.
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3. Demonstrate accountability
The onus of demonstrating GDPR compliance and proving it to
supervisory authorities upon request will now be on data
controllers.
Organizations should:

In essence,
Organizations should
create a privacy
culture and
implement
appropriate measures
to ensure that privacy
is all pervasive in the
overall IT strategy.

n

Train employees on GDPR obligations.

n

Protect personal data with appropriate safeguards, such as
encryption, pseudonymization, Data Leakage Prevention
(DLP), Information Rights Management (IRM), and Identity
and Access Management (IAM).

n

Adhere to approved codes of conduct and certiﬁcation
mechanisms.

n

Conduct regular privacy audits of third parties processing
personal data.

n

Assess and modify the existing international data transfer
process.

4.Assess data protection impact
Article 353 of the GDPR mandates that organizations should
conduct data protection impact assessments that highlight the
purpose of processing, data ﬂow analysis, and identiﬁed risks
and safeguards implemented to protect personal data.
5. Ensure data protection –by design & default
Article 25 of the GDPR highlights the concepts of privacy by
design and default.4
Data protection by design requires controllers and processors
to embed privacy controls throughout the data lifecycle of new
projects and systems. Privacy by default requires data
controllers and processors to implement measures that ensure
that they only collect, process, and store data that ﬁts the
intended purpose.
Organizations should, therefore, implement procedures to
ensure that, by default, personal data is not made available to
an indeﬁnite number of users.
6. Appoint data protection ofﬁcers (DPOs)
Article 37 of GDPR mandates the appointment of DPOs for
5
public authorities.
DPOs will also need to be appointed for controllers or
processors involved in:
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n

Large scale regular and systematic monitoring of
data subjects

n

Processing sensitive personal data

n

Processing data related to criminal conviction and offenses

Organizations should appoint a data protection ofﬁcer with
expert knowledge of data protection laws and practices.
7. Report data breaches
Organizations must report personal data breaches to a
supervisory authority, and in some cases, to affected data
subjects, within 72 hours of becoming aware of the breach.
Controllers should also provide additional information on the
nature and consequence of data breach, categories affected,
and measures taken to resolve the issue.
Organizations should:
n

Send the data breach report to the supervisory authority.

n

Notify affected stakeholders.

8. Avoid sanctions
Organizations should:

Organizations found in
violation of the new
regulation could be
charged as much as
4% of their global
turnover or 20 million
EUR, whichever
is higher.

n

Analyze and balance data value and data protection to
reduce privacy risk.

n

Classify data collected into risk categories.

n

Create an overall risk score for systems.

n

Invest in data protection technologies.

n

Conduct privacy impact assessments and privacy control
testing to help identify security gaps and bridge them.

n

Consider cyber liability insurance to minimize losses.

Preparing for the New Privacy Regime: Where to Start
The journey towards GDPR compliance should start with a
thorough assessment of the current state, existing policies, and
processes, along with implemented security measures to
identify gaps with respect to GDPR requirements. Based on
these gaps, organizations can prioritize various measures and
implement them in a phased manner and thus comply with the
regulation when it comes into force.
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This is a framework that organizations can use to build a
privacy strategy and ensure GDPR compliance.

Assess

Ÿ

Assess the current state and existing policies and processes

Identify

Ÿ
Ÿ

Identify privacy gaps
prioritize the gaps

Secure

Ÿ

Implement safeguards to secure assets

Manage

Ÿ
Ÿ

Manage and conduct privacy controls
Perform regular testing

Monitor
and
Respond

Ÿ

Implement policies, processes, and technologies to continuously detect
and respond to threats in time

Recover

Ÿ

Develop, plan and implement solutions to restore data and services after a
data breach

A framework to ensure GDPR compliance

Conclusion
GDPR is the future of data privacy. It shifts the balance of
power from data controllers and processors to data subjects by
empowering them with greater control over their personal
data. Although the road to compliance is challenging, GDPR
presents an excellent opportunity for businesses to create
customer trust and delight by demonstrating their renewed
commitment to securing personal data.
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